2008 Senior Class Gift

With the leadership of Class President Mary “Kate” Shannon, the graduating seniors and their generous parents have contributed funds for Annual Fund Scholarships as well as a Class of 2008 stained glass window in Leon A. Beeghly Library. A challenge has been issued for the senior parents to reach $100,000 by June 30th and in doing so a generous set of parents will give an additional $25,000. We are half-way to the goal. Your pride, enthusiasm and commitment are unwavering signs that this goal can be reached. Our gratitude is extended to all who are listed below for continuing the legacy of philanthropy through the tradition of Ohio Wesleyan’s Annual Fund established in 1926.

Candace E. Ott
Director of the Annual Fund

Parents, Family and Friends Honored By Seniors

Steven and Barbara Ayers (Katie)
Martha Lou Diem (Jennifer)
Robert and Teresa Dillhoff (Megan)
The Ford and Seed Family (Aisha)
Jan Miller Foy ’77 (Katie)
David and Monica Hardyman (Phil)
The Harrison Family (Jeffrey)
Ryan Jarvis (Ryan)
Brian Marion (Paul)
Brian Marion (Justin)
Jan Matthews Family (Amanda)
The Matthews Family (Robert)
Mark and Sarah Nare (Jessica)
Bruce and Pamela Nestleroth (Caitlyn)
Philip and Maretha Rademeyer (Philip)
Jonathan Vean Rowe (Brent Sickmiller)
Don and Mary Lou Shannon Family (Kate)
The Steffen/Lessans Family (Julie)
The Stith Family (Christina)
Alma Idrissova and Asya Umirzakova (Aigerim)
Liliane and Robert Weinrob (Amandine)
Faculty and Staff Honored by Seniors

Ms. Barbara Cudia (Amanda Matthews)
Dr. Danielle Hamill (Amanda Matthews)
Dr. Martin Hipsky (Kate Shannon)
Dr. Karen Poremski (Kate Shannon)
Ms. Nancy Biehl Rutkowski (Amanda Matthews)
Dr. S. Chris Wolverton (Amanda Matthews)

Students Honored By Their Parents

Christina M. Adams (Timothy and Nancy Adams)
Malley E. Adamsky (Douglas and Lisa Adamsky)
Michael H. Alcock (Barry Alcock and Sally Haltom)
Katherine E. Andrecovich (Paul and Mary Andrecovich)
Celia A. Baker (Christopher and Donna Baker)
Samantha D. Beard (Jim and Kathy Beard)
Joseph R. Berlyoung (James and LeeAnn Berlyoung)
Lindsey E. Bertch (Roger and Susan Bertch)
Sara E. Bobbit (Geoffrey and Elaine Bobbit)
Diana Boryczewski, (Edmund and Anna Boryczewski)
Jeremiah P. Broderick (Lauren J. Broderick)
Danutasn Brown (Arthur and Linda Brown)
Conor P. Browne (Anthony and Margaret Browne)
Jerome H. Bucceri (Cosimo and Sabina Bucceri)
Alexandra C. Burdick (Nan M. Burdick)
Polly J. Burke (Richard and Susan Burke)
Francis X. Smith (Susan S. Butler)
Brian A. Cafarella (Robert and Claire Cafarella)
Elisabeth Calhoon (Roger and Carol Calhoon)
Kelly M. Callahan (Dennis J. Callahan)
Robyn L. Case (John A. Case)
Crystal Contreras (Anna R. Contreras)
Andrew B. Coutts (Robert and Ingrid Coutts)
Megan M. Dillhoff (Robert and Teresa Dillhoff)
Carly Eades (Ralph and Diana Eades)
Allison E. Ebersole (W. Daniel and Sarah Eby Ebersole)
Barbara R. Eldredge (Bruce and Jan Eldredge)
Students Honored By Their Parents (continued)

Shelbie K. Ely (Robert and Barbara Ely)
Molly K. Everett (David and Eileen Everett)
Cortney K. Fisher (Larry and Ellen Fisher)
Marguerite J. Flood (Jim and Peggy Flood)
Julia H. Fouts (David and Belinda Fouts)
Katherine L. Foy (Kenneth and Jan Foy)
Monique S. Frederick (Alfred and Inmaculada Frederick)
    Stefanie Graf (Steve and Carol Graf)
    Ryan P. Hansel (Paul and Donna Hansel)
    Laura W. Harper (Steve and Carol Harper)
    Diane T. Harvey (William and Mary Harvey)
    Allison M. Hillow (Kathryn J. Corrigan)
    Andrew R. Hull (Gailen and Lynn Hull)
    Alex D. Humbert (Amy Freed Humbert)
Alexander W. Jones (Jeremiah and Louisa Jones)
    Justin T. Kalinowski (Thomas and Patricia Kalinowski)
    Chelsea C. Kilburn (Lorraine Tunny Kilburn)
        Timothy A. Kirk (Susan Kirk)
        Jennifer Kirsop (Priscilla S. Diem)
Kathleen R. LeFurgy (William & Karen Diamond LeFurgy)
    Alexis L. Levesque (Richard D. Levesque)
    Stacy M. Ling (Dean D. Ling)
    Robert S. Lynch (Stephen H. Lynch)
    Lindsey A. Macklin (Robert and Lisa Macklin)
    Peter C. MacLeod (Roderick and Nina MacLeod)
    Kimberly M. Martin (Christopher and Carol Martin)
    Amanda L. Matthews (Janice Matthews)
    Andres M. McAlister (Andres McAlister)
    Matthew O. McNeal (John and Karen McNeal)
Andrew C. Miglietti (Alfred and Christina Maglietti Kafity)
    Whitney Mitchell (Steven and Erica Mitchell)
    Justin C. Mundhenk (Ken and Sharon Mundhenk)
    Katherine R. Murphy (Jane G. Murphy)
    Robert F. Naples (Albert and Maureen Naples)
Caitlyn A. Nestleroth (Bruce and Pamela Nestleroth)
    Ben Onwubalili (Bennet and Julia Onwubalili)
Students Honored By Their Parents (continued)

Teagan A. Patell (James and Colleen Patell)
Kirsten M. Pfund (William and Susan Pfund)
Madeline C. Pinault (Steven and Frances Pinault)
Cecily A. Platt (Charles and Renia Platt)
Suzanne R. Randall (Robert and Roberta Randall)
Matthew Rissell (Michael and Anne Rissell)
Sarah E. Robertson (Daniel and Virginia Robertson)
Michael L. Rosino (John and Chris Rosino)
Robert A. Russell (Archibold and Sandra Russell)
Rachel M. Ryan (Cheryl Bogardus)
Lindsey A. Saum (William and Beverly Saum)
Mary Beth Scherer (Chris and Julie Scherer)
Stephanie R. Schroeder (James C. Schroeder)
Adam W. Schultz (Dr. and Mrs. David W. Schultz)
Catherine M. Sehr (Timothy and Barbara Sehr)
G. Keller Sehringer (George and Pamela Sehringer)
Mary Katherine Shannon (Nancy Nott Shannon)
Brent A. Sickmiller (David and Jean Sickmiller)
Miranda S. Simmons (Judy Mosher-Nunez)
Laura A. Sloan (Peter and Lucy Sloan)
Margaret “Meg” Smith (Barry and Liz Smith)
Daniel R. Strumlok (Steve and Florence Strumlok)
Casey J. Teeters (Walter and Teresa Teeters)
Brian J. Test (Jay and Jane Test)
Katherine A. Tracey (Michael and Judy Tracey)
Bryn M. Trogdon (Bruce and Sabrina Trogdon)
Nathan W. Truman (Wayne and Lynda Truman)
Jeffrey E. Tynik (Jeffrey and Louise Tynik)
Erik P. Unverdruss (Ekkehard and Debra Unverdruss)
Stephanie R. Vasicek (James and Christine Vasicek)
Amandine L. Weinrob (Robert and Liliane Weinrob)
Daniel T. Koopman Whalen (Brian and Jan Koopman Whalen)
Brent W. Wilkins (Linda Griffo Wilkins)
Matthew D. Yoder (Jeffry and Anna Yoder)
Ryan J. Yoder (Jeffry and Anna Yoder)

(Names included are accurate as of print date.)